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PERSONAL INFORMATION

CONTACT INFORMATION

Name

Pieter-Jan Voskamp

Email

pjvoskamp@gmail.com

Gender

Male

Website

www.pytt.uk

Nationality

Dutch

Location

Croydon, Surrey

Languages

Dutch (native), English (fluent)

WORK EXPERIENCE
September 2016

Freelance UI Designer - eCommera Ltd (London, UK)
I worked for eCommera to redesign the responsive website of their client
Berghaus, completing it within the tight 2 week deadline.

August 2015 - July 2016

Freelance UI Designer - Tesco PLC (London, UK)
At Tesco I supported the team responsible for the replatforming of their
online grocery shopping website; continuing the work on their responsive
redesign of both their international and UK localised websites.

May 2015

Freelance UI Designer - The App Business (London, UK)
For The App Business, I designed some final responsive webpages and
created detailed design specifications.

February 2013 - March 2015

Digital Designer – BSkyB (London, UK)
I worked in the internal Sky Creative and e-Experience department where
there was a strong collaboration between UX, Visual Design, Development
and Business. I worked on the responsive design of the logged in area for
Sky customers.

February 2012 - S
 eptember 2012

Digital Designer MOvE Online (Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
Starting as a graduate, I worked here for a while after I graduated. I
designed a Facebook App for their clients (musicians), worked on various
digital design assignments and built prototypes in HTML/CSS.

September 2010- April 2011

Interactive Designer Pudding & The Proof (Rotterdam, The Netherlands)
After a 6 month internship, I continued working here for a few months.
I worked on a variety of projects: iPhone Apps, front-end mobile and
desktop websites, a video storyboard, Flash banners, email templates.
Clients I worked for: Samsung, De Kuyper, Unifiedroot, Drinkwijzer.info,
KickXL, PeeQ

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION
2008 - 2012

Communication & Multimedia Design, Rotterdam University
Bachelor Degree. Received diploma on 05/07/2012.

2002 - 2008

“VWO Atheneum”, Pre-Univeristy education (The Netherlands)

SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE
Adobe Photoshop, Sketch, Adobe Fireworks, Adobe Illustrator, HTML/CSS

RECOMMENDATIONS

“

Pete is an extremely talented digital designer. We worked at Sky delivering self service account
management. Pete was instrumental in helping simplify the product offering whilst at the same time
pushing the design to develop a house style. Pete worked on a number of high profile projects within
the team and could be relied upon to produce well thought out, quality user centred design. He
would be an asset to any digital design team.
Matthew - Art Director at Sky

“

During our time at Sky Pieter-Jan worked on a variety of my projects. Pieter is a talented designer
who is not afraid to stand by his designs & talk through the process behind them. On my projects
we often had to work within strict parameters & he was great at trying to push the designs within
them as much as possible. His designs were very customer focussed – combining style with usability.
Pieter’s a team player – working happily with Product Owners, Business Analysts & Devs. He’s very
personable and well-liked by his colleagues.
Cris - Senior Product Owner / Manager at Sky

“

”

Pete is an exceptionally talented and easy to work with designer. His approach to problem solving is
considered, reliable and thorough while at the same time delivering innovation and creativity.
I never had to worry as to the caliber of his work as he had a natural ability to look at things from
various angles, delivering on the most applicable to meet both user and business expectations.
His future in this industry is extremely bright and limitless and if I could, I would hire him without
hesitation.
Ash - UX Lead at Sky

“

”

”

Pete is one of the best UI Designers I ever worked with. I had the pleasure to see him growing from a
very junior designer to an expert in his field. He understands the business, the user and has a strong
understanding of the technologies he designs for. He is constantly researching, keeping him on top
of the his game. I don’t just recommend him, I believe not hiring him will be your biggest mistake.
Jose - Senior UI Designer at Sky

”

